
MISTER HAPPY!

(or how John Wayne Bobbitt got castrated and became a porn star)



INT. BOBBITT HOUSE -- BEDROOM -- NIGHT 

LORENA is sniffing husband like a dog -- this goes on for a 
few moments just her sniffing all around while he sleeps -- 

-- even near his genital area. 

INT. KITCHEN -- MOMENTS LATER 

-- she is moving across black and white tiles --

GROUND FLOOR SHOT -- 

LORENA 
(sotto)

I knew it. 

She HOWLS like a dog --

-- opens cutlery drawer -- 

-- reflection on large knife -- 

-- smiling wickedly -- 

REVERSE 

LORENA brandishes it with 2 hands -- KNIFE in front of her, 
vertically sticking up, aligned directly between her chest --

(she is wearing a white teddy --

-- we don’t see her face in this SHOT) 

-- just knife is FAVORING middle of frame -- 

-- her tits make up the difference -- 

INT. HALLWAY -- MOMENTS LATER 

DOLLY BEHIND LORENA making her way back to the bedroom -- 

FLASH FORWARD as SCREAMS OF JOHN come up and OVER --

REVERSE TIGHT on her EYES that go wide w/anticipation. 

INT. BEDROOM -- MOMENTS LATER

ON JOHN 

STILL SCREAMING bloody murder -- back in present time --



A GEYSER OF BLOOD SPEWS FROM BETWEEN HIS LEGS ---------

(think JAWS at end when The Chief detonates dynamite in the 
shark’s mouth and BLOOD SHOOTS straight up and goes for a 
long while; thus there is a cartoon element to it --

-- as his FACE is caked with blood --

-- hers too -- but --

LORENA is laughing hysterically while being smattered.   

This goes on, until we HEAR TIRES PEELING OUT, and go to --

I/E. CAR/HIGHWAY -- NIGHT 

-- LORENA driving fast --  

Windows half-down.  

Foot flooring it.

One hand on steering wheel,  

other holds his severed penis thru SILL -- 

The blood has been wiped off, but there is remnants of it 
still on her FACE -- 

She licks lips, tastes some --

Before FLINGING wrist -- 

-- PENIS flies in SLO MO amid dark night -- 

-- doing somersaults -- STARS in background --

-- TILL it lands in shrubbery off side of road --  

-- LYING there --- it thumps & beats like a heart.

CUT BACK TO:

LORENA 

PUTTING a Violent Femmes cassette in -- KISS OFF plays --

She sings to it -- in an altered state of mind --

LORENA
I HOPE YOU KNOW THIS WILL GO DOWN 
ON YOUR PERMANENT RECORD -- O YEAH?
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VROOOOOOOOOM -- her CAR zooms AWAY FROM US --  

EXT. GAS/CONVENIENT STORE STATION PAY PHONE -- NIGHT 

LORENA is on it, smoking nonchalantly. 

OPERATOR 
911.  What is your emergency?

LORENA
Uh, I cut my husband’s dick off; 
you may need to send an ambulance.    

OPERATOR
Y’think???  
What’s the address there, honey?  

CUT FORWARD TO:

LORENA takes pull from Magnum she bought, and when she is 
done -- CUT TO ANOTHER ANGLE -- REAL SOUND disappears -- 

She has sudden look of REALIZATION of what she just did. 

Slumps down cement poll, says what address is in MOS -- 

-- drops PHONE --  

-- in SERIES of JUMP CUTS -- LORENA looks to be processing 
things -- as in 5 stages of processing -- anger & denial, 
bargaining -- things of that nature.  

(this moment of introspection may not work in what is 
basically a farce; but perhaps it will)

EXT. CITY STREET -- NOT LONG AFTER 

AMBULANCE soars by -- 

EXT. BOBBITT HOUSE -- NOT LONG AFTER 

JOHN rolls toward it --   

JOHN
THAT FUCKING BITTTTTTTTTTTCH!!!!!!

WOMAN EMERGENCY TECH
(sing song)

Uhp -- langgggggggggggggguage. 
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JOHN
Sorry.

WOMAN EMERGENCY TECH
(sing song)

I’m sure she’s a nice person under 
normal conditions.  Am I right? 

JOHN
(whining)

A nice-?  She just cut Mister Happy 
off ---- with a 10 inch knife!

WOMAN EMERGENCY TECH
5 would have done the trick.  

JOHN
Hurmph? 

She winks at her counterpart, who continues --

MAN EMERGENCY TECH
-- were you cheating on her? 

JOHN
(falsetto)

Meeeeeeeeee?  No.  Of course not.  
I AM offended at the accusation!

WOMAN EMERGENCY TECH
Karma STRIKES AGAIN. 

MAN EMERGENCY TECH
Watch your head. 

2ND DOOR SMASHES 1st door shut when they enter --

-- JOHN takes it on THE HEAD -- 

JOHN
Ooph!

-- then the 2nd door --

JOHN (CONT’D)
Owwwww!

CUT BACK TO:

EXT. HIGHWAY -- LATE NIGHT 

COPS.  Using flashlights.  There are 4, scouring through 
weeds, looking for “Mister Happy.” 
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Space this out, until we hear:

COP
Found. It.  Anyone got any latex 
gloves?  I’m not touching this 
dude’s joint with my bare hands;  
I’m not goofy.  That goes beyond my 
pay scale if you know what I mean -- 

Other cops chuckle as we -- 

PULL OUT --

-- then hear:

JOHN (PRE LAP)
Where am I? 

I/E. HOSPITAL -- NEXT MORNING 

Awakening, JOHN is in bed.  Still out of it.   

I/V in arm after operation.  Meds still in his body. 

DOCTOR 
You’re in a hospital.  Saint Luke’s 
to be exact.  And guess what?  The 
operation was a success. 

JOHN
Opera-?  Ohhhh yahhh. (grabs penis)  
Ohhhhhhhh!  He’s... back...  

DOCTOR
Yep.  Your penis is back, man.  

JOHN
Thankkk you.  I wuv penis.  I wuv 
penis vawwwy much.  My I mean my 
penis.  That’s the anaesthesia! 

DOCTOR
Of course it is.  So, John,  I hope 
you have good insurance.  Nine 
hours of sewing in my business 
costs tens of thousands of dollars. 

JOHN
Tens a thousands of dowars???  

DOCTOR
Yes.  So, how will you pay for it? 
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BOW CHICK a BOW WOW comes up and over --

INT. PORN STUDIO - DAY 

JOHN and 2 starlets dance and drink Champagne on a bed -- the 
lighting is harsh like in the videos -- 

A PORN DIRECTOR does a line before turning music up -- 

Again, space out, before we hear --

PORN DIRECTOR
All right everyone, let’s get ready 
to do a take!  John, you ready? 

We ZOOM IN -- FAST -- UNTIL we reach JOHN -- and he gives us 
the THUMBS UP -- and a big smile, before we CUT OUT --

Roll credits --

Finis
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